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Senate Calls Referendum
On Scholarship Fund Use
bution, does not want the Senate to
contribute this money to a general
scholarship fund. According to
Khoury, the administration has
agreed to provide scholarships for
any of the approximately fifty minority group students who accept
the College's offer of admission for
the coming academic year. Khoury
proposed that his committee
attempt to obtain enough money
from philanthropic foundations to
The TCC proposal, presented by establish a meaningful program for
Michael Jimlnez '70, provides that such students, and that they apply
the Senate may by majority vote, the approximately $8000 that has
"provide a statement of student been raised to such a program.
The Senate also discussed a
judgment on a specific TCC
policy." The measure states that
"student members of the T.C.C.
are free to vote in accord with
their conscience" but provides that
the Senate can, by 2/3 vote, conduct
a student referendum to decide
whether a T.C.C. member should
A meeting of the College chapter
be re-called. According to Jimi- of Students for Democratic Society
nez, such an action would be insti- last week heard a proposal for a
tuted if the actions of a student in restructuring of the chapter. The
the Council were "diametrically organization change would elimiopposed" to the wishes of the stu- nate the offices of president, vice
dent body as represented by the president, and treasurer. The.proSenate.
posal, presented by current SDS
After the passage of the motion, President Steven Keeney '71, reTCC member David Appel '72 commends that the powers of these
asked the Senate to propose alter- officers be given to a five member
natives to the residential council steering committee elected by the
system which the Council approved members of the chapter.
last month and which has been critUnder the new plan, two memicized by many, students.
bers of the steering committee,
Phillip S. Khoury '71, chairman would serve as spokesmen for the
of the Senate Scholarship Fund chapter. Keeney stated that this
Committee, asked that a referen- change would eliminate the identidum be called to decide whether the fication of the chapter with a single
Senate should abide by a pledge it individual. "The image of SDS has
made last year, in which it agreed become Steve Keeney," he com-to contribute $15,000 toward schol- mented. Keeney also cited the inarships for minority group stu- creasing "lethargy" of the chapter
dents. He explained that this as a reason for his proposal. He
amount of money'would only pro- charged that the chapter had been
vide a full four-year scholarship " lax in inviting speakers, keeping
for one student. He noted that the the literature table going, and getadministration, which had prom- ting an adequate supply of litera. ised to match the Senate's contri- ture."
The Senate, at its weekly meeting Sunday night, passed a proposal
which seeks to consolidate student
power by asserting the right of the
Senate to express student opinion
on matters confronting the Trinity
College Council. The Senate also
moved to hold a referendum on the
disposition of the Scholarship
Fund, and received the proposed
text of a student bill of rights.

motion to adopt a "student biff, of
rights," The proposal was criticized by many Senators as being
overly vague. David Sarasohn ' 71
described the proposal as "terribly sloppy" and "designed to provoke confrontation." After two
attempts were made t6 table the
motion and a motion to limit debate
was defeated, Jeffrey Green '70
agreed to withdraw the motion and
present it to the Senate again at
its next meeting. Steuber announced that a meeting would be
held in Wean Lounge at 7:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, to consider changes
in the proposed bill of rights.

Keeney Cites Reasons
For SDS Reorganization

Michael Jimenez

Senate Day Participants
Discuss'Daytop' Program
"Daytop," a New Haven program
to aid ex-addlcts, was explainedto
students of the college as part of
Senate Drug Day on Friday. John
Nuzzo, who has been at Daytop for
thirteen months, and Jack Robinson, who came less than a year
ago, told of their past histories with
drugs and of the aid that Daytop
has given to them and ninety-one
other people over the six years it
has been in operation.
Both had been In trouble with the
law because of their use of drugs,
but Nuzzo went to Daytop at the
request of his father. Robinson was
given a choice by the police-Daytop or jail. Both are very
happy that they went. Before
coming to the college, they had
just finished a "marathon," where
a group of the people at Daytop
had been together for forty hours.
"It's like I've gotten rid of my
old inability to love," Robinson
explained. "I'm feeling better than
any time I was on dope. If really
cleans you out."
For complete Senate Day
coverage, see page 3.
Nuzzo told of three phases in
a person's life at Daytop after
he has begun to shed some of his
old ways. First, he spends about
twenty per cent of his time away
from Daytop and eighty percent
there. Then he becomes one of
the coordinators of various jobs
at Daytop. In the third phase,
he spends eighty percent of his
time away and is given the choice
of staying with Daytop or leaving.
About half of the sixty-two graTRIPOD
The TRIPOD is pleased to
announce the promotion of
JD.J. Reilert '70 to the
position of Arts Editor.
Warren Kalbacker '71, who
served in that capacity for
one year, retired from the
TRIPOD last week.

duates have maintained their relationships with Daytop. Many of
the others have gone on to start
similar programs elsewhere. Only
two have returned to drugs.
At Daytop, the people who have
been around for a .. while, " the
family," try to help thenewcomer.
At first, it usually doesn't work
too well. But after a while, "you
sort of realize that, for the first
time, people do care. They know
your problem; they've had it too,"
Robinson told the forty or fifty
students at the meeting. " They
help you to know yourself, to
realize what you're doing to
others."

Because the proposed Change
requires an amendment to the
chapter's constitution, it will be
voted on next'week, to provide the
waiting period stipulated by the
constitution.
At the same meeting, Alan
Kramer '68, who is currently
serving as a VISTA volunteer in
Hartford's
North End, asked
whether the chapter members
would be interested in providing
support in his work with mothers,
who are receiving welfare pay- :
ments. Kramer spoke of his efforts to "set up some kind of
working alliance between welfare
mothers and interested groups."
He stated that SDS assistance could
be used in chauffering these welfare mothers . to demonstrations,
one of which is planned to take
place at the Hartford welfare office in the near future. He noted
that SDS members could be: used;;
to hplp generate support for the
welfare mothers' demands among
the white middle class.

Colleges and ROTC:

A FAREWELL TO ARMS?
Early in the College's history, Bishop Brownell decided that
military exercise ought to become an important part of the
Trinity experience. It was his hope that students could participate
in military drill during their leisure hours, "as conducive to their
health," said the Bishop, "and as subservient to their better
government." To implement this hope, he decided to hiresa
Professor of Mathematics and Engineering who had been trained
!
at West Point.
,
The Bishop had in mind specifically Captain Alden Partridge, a
former West Point superintendent operating a military school in
Vermont. Brownell visited the academy in 1824, and offered the
professorship to the Captain. He declined.
Though he was disappointed, Bishop Brownell rebounded and
announced the incorporation of military exercise (he called it "a
healthful occupation") into the curriculum. And, "to promote a
proper ESPRIT DE CORPS and responsibility of character," he
prescribed a uniform dress. The dress code flopped, and the
Bishop had to settle for a restricted drill team, known as the
"Washington College Phalanx."
•
'; .
The Bishop's charade was Trinity's first contact with the
•military In 1918, the campus saw near-total militarization under
•'the Student Army Training Corps program: long* drill hours cut
into study time, an-"Open Air Patriotic Service," featuring a
fervid address by Teddy Roosevelt, was held, and fraternity
activities along with compulsory Chapel, were suspended. The
mesent unit, the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps,
arrived in 1948. Its membership peaked in 1953, when over half
the undergraduate body enrolled. Today only 22 students wear

the Air Force blue, and then only on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Trinity's unit is one in a network of 175 supplying the Air
Force with close to a third of its officers. It occupies the old
psychology labs and classrooms on the third floor of Boardman
Hall, where an American flag now flies above the fire escape. .
Perhaps because Trinity social concern (like so many other,
things at the College,) requires some^catalytic event to get it-,
started, nobody noticed ROTC until Harvard did. Last week,
President Lockwood asked both the Trinity College Council and
the faculty to submit their recommendations on the program.
Petitions demanding the College sever all connections with the
Department of Defense are circulating among faculty a n d /
students, and rumors that SDS is planning some -anti-ROTC
action are spreading.
There are two questions in the ROTC dispute. The first asks
whether ROTC courses are worthy of academic credit (all eight.
Ivy League schools, reports the New York TIMES, think, not). .
The second asks whether ROTC should be on campus at all.
Critics*.charge that the ROTC curriculum simply doesn't
measure up to Trinity's academic standards. They argue that
ROTC courses are vocational and pre-professional, that they are.
taught by non-academics from a service point of view, One of the
many descriptive pamphlets available in the ROTC office, deals;
bluntly with this question: "Emphasis is on pre-professional
education. The basic goal of this education is to provide the cadet
with the military knowledge and skill he will need on the day he
becomes an Air Force lieutenant."
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Stage Company Presents
Drama of Fear and Bondage

from left to right: Anthony Heald, Henry Thomas, and Alan Gifford in
the Hartford Stage Company's current production - an adaptation of
Franz Kafka's "The Trial."

It's night, you're in Hartford,
and you want something to do.
But you have already been to the
Art Cinema, there's nothing on the
tube, and you don't know how to
play bridge.
Then there's the Hartford Stage
Company - if you don't mind some
"cultuah."
The productions this year put on
by the resident company and visiting actors have been remarkably
eood, and the company must be
!£iven credit for selecting the more
abstruse over the simple, the original over the ordinary, and the
challenging over the trite.
They have staged Chekhov, Williams and Pinter, and a world premier of Nabakov's "Waltz Invention." The current production,
"The Trial," adapted for the stage
by AndreGideand Jean-LouisBarrault from Kafka's novel, is perhaps the most thought provoking
effort of the season. It runs through
May 4.
The only step down from the
Stage Company's high caliber of
work will be "Life With Father,"
billed as "an hilarious family co-

medy,''1* which will begin in May.
"The Trial," dedicated "to the
people of Czechoslovakia, and their
counterparts in Alabama, Greece,
Chicago, Biafra ..." is the story
of Joseph K., an assistant bank
manager, who struggles against a
faceless, bureaucratic machine.
Accused, and sure to be convicted of, an unnamed crime, Mr. K.
finds himself in a living nightmare,
from which escape is impossible.
Enclosed in a set boarded by metal tubing, he faces 7'6" judges,
which though larger than life, are
less than human. The other characters don masks, reflecting the
fear, boredom and inertia of the
people, who can never be "free."
Heading the cast of 22 is Henry
Thomas, who plays JosephK. Thomas portrays the fear and bondage that closes in on K, although
some may prefer K. to be a meeker and more desperate character.
The other outstanding part is
the artist Titorelli, played by Ed!
Preble, who explains to Mr. Kj
his options - "real acquittal which
has never occurred, apparent,
aquittal, and there's indefinite

Kurkjian Approaches An Elusive Ideal
The Russian revolution hit hard
and suddenly all those who had the
most to lose by it. One composer
whose fame and social standing led
him Jnto the near-uppermost echelon ..of importance in Russia lost
the entirety of his savings to the
Communist regime but gained,
through the spontaneity of the
events of that era, the occasion to
compose one of the most esthetieally unpremeditated pieces of his
lifetime, Igor Stravinsky had already achieved great success In
Russia, but the social upheaval of
the day brough, him into the position
whereby he suggested collaboration of his musical composition
•with the literary medium of C. F.
Ramuz, a Swiss novelist. This led
quite fortuitously to the synthesis
Of; H1STOIRE DU SOLDAT. Last
Saturday evening, the Handel and
Haydn Society of Boston, -with
members of the Boston Ballet
Company, gave this, an example of
the experimental theatre of the
year 1918, its first airing in a long
tlijie.
As one of a very few of Stravinsky's uncommissioned compositions, HISTOIRE DU SOLDAT may
be=: most accurately classified with
the: vanguards of 1918. Within its
production are included such innovations as participation of the
musicians in the activity on stage,
to-enhance the audience's appreciation of the sounds produced by
the instrumentalists. Concerning
stylistic innovation, A. Tansraan
has made remark of the music's
rhythmic and chromatic patterns,
classifying these as representative
of traces of the jazz motif.
With the gilt organ pipes and
rococo patterns of Jordan Hall's
bare stage as the only scenery
before which were carried out the
simple correspondences between
actors, dancers, and musicians,
this renovated legend of Faust is
the thematic basis for the production. The story begins witha young
soldier's barter of Ms prized violin for an old book, which, though
worthless to him by token of his
inability to read it, is guaranteed
to bring him good fortune in the
business world some day. The
violin stands symbolic of the soul,
the youth, of youth, the book of
mercenary affairs, and the tattered
old man who sells him the book
of Satan. With the aid of the Devil,
the young soldier gains great
wealth and prestige, reaching a
position of sufficient distinction at
•which he may ask' the princess to
be Ms bride, after having r e covered both his-violin and his personal freedom Irom the devil in

by William J. O'Reilly, Jr.
as equally a devious method as utilized the stage space available
the one by which he had lost it. to him. Moreover, Mr. Schwarz
The story ends on a strange note spoke his lines with a disconcertof pessimism, for the Devil suc- ing void of expression; his delivery
ceeds in seducing the soldier from marks grevious errors in word
his loved princess. He leaves arm stress and intonation and even the
in arm with Satan, seemingly as tone of his speech is annoying by
token of his sibllance. The chamhappy as he had ever been.
HISTOIRE DU SOLDAT contains ber group interpreted well the unthe separate yet interlocking ex- predictable intentions of Stravinpression of three art forms: act- sky; he is quoted to have said,
ing, music, and the dance. All three in reference to this piece "It did
possessed their own spatial t e r r i - not pretend to be the expression
tory on the stage, but each held of any doctrine." The score, thus,
the capability of gracing the Inter- was played with a remarkable zest
pretation of any of the other two. and spontaneity which brought isoOccupying stage right, three lated goose bumps to the back of
actors, Boro Uttal as the narra- my head, Their performance, in
tor, Lloyd Schwarz as the soldier, short, was solid and beyond sigand Marilyn Pitzele as the prin- nificant flaw.
cess, portrayed this revised legend
To supplement this broad specwith only adequate technical accu- trum of expression there was the.
racy. Not one of these three, with dance, with choreography by Samthe possible exception of Mr, Uttal, uel Kurkjian of the Boston Ballet

Company. Mr. Kurkjian danced the
role of the soldier himself, with
solid technique and well-tempered
fluency of expressipn. This man
radiates an emotion-drenched
spirit of designed comportment
which, I think, might lead one to
overestimate his ability to act.
Had his character part not demanded transitions to expressions
of joy, I think the over estimation
might have held valid. But, so did
it, and so did the overestimation
hold true.
Ellen O'Reilly, as the princess,
shone as a star in the night, that
is, only temporarily. Her technical performance is reasonably
good, but only as good as her
presence is striking. Her beauty,
regardless of its dimensions, was
indeed no match for the hazardous
glimmer of the waxed floor — the

Frumunda

A First Look at James Taylor,
And a Rock Festival on the Quad
by D.J. Reilert
James Taylor was at the Unicorn in Boston this past week. His
crowds weren't overwhelmingly
large; he is not well knownoutside
of a few circles. But this presence
was strongly felt by the faithful
who braved the crazy Boston
weather to see him.
Sitting atop an old stool with Ms
steel-stringed ax, Taylor played
songs from his first album (James
Taylor, Apple SKAO 3352), as well
as a handful of country and folk
songs. He has complete control
over his hands, and appears to be
doing the work of two guitarists
as he plays, melody and rhythm
parts simultaneously.
Talor is from Chapel Hill, and
his music is influenced by Carolina
country, sounds/ as well as traditional folk and light rock. One notices a resemblance to Feliciano
in both vocal and instrumental
style. While not a spectacular performer, he readily engages the
audience arid can quietly turn a listener into a fanatical fan. His songs
have lovely themes, filled with sunshine and rain, seasons and nature.
One might feel they are a bit corny,
but there is so little pretense in
his delivery that the simple beauty
of these ideas affects the open listener.

One song, 'Knocking Around the
, is about a stay he had at an
ins ;ution three years ago, and is
botn humorous and enlightening.
Other numbers show extensive use
of jazz chording and fine, immaculate orchestral arrangements. On
his album, eleven of twelve cuts
are original, the twelfth, 'Circle
Around the Sun', a beautiful adaptation of several traditional songs.
He has been traveling about the
states for six months, playing odd
concerts here and there, watching
album sales go up ever so slowly.
It is doubtful that the album will
ever register very high on the
charts; but Taylor is important
in that he is the first person to
have made a demo, gone to London to peddle it after having done
the work in America, and sold the
product to Apple. This is hopefully, the first in a long list of
performers who will have made it
without going through the musical
mill.
His album is indeed a good first
effort. It will not overwhelm you
but, if you let it sink in a little
bit, It is something you'll want to
keep with you for a long time.
(B plus)
The Unicorn is one of several
places in Boston that is worth a

visit. The atmosphere is low-key,
lighting dim, the place apparently
in a state of change (it is located
in the old Psychedelic Supermarket, 590 Commonwealth Ave.)
Coming there this week will be
Dave Van Ronk, and on the following week, John Mayall and friends.
Coffee-house beverages are served (a bit too steeply priced for my
taste), and the cover is three dollars.
Blood, Sweat and Tears will be
appearing at the Bushnell next
Thursday, May 1. Led by David
Clayton-Thomas and a renowned
horn section, they have received
tremendous orations on their most
recent tour, The group's second
album was best-selling for several
weeks, and has been praised for its
blend of jazz and rock. Tickets are
still around.
Anyone interested in participat- '
ing in the 'First Annual Frumunda
Sit-in Anniversary Rock Festival'
should get in touch with me at Box
845 or somewhere around campus.
It would be nice to have it this
Thursday (a year after the great
min-event), but, as we probably
won't be able to get people together so quickly, we will be more
than glad to wait a while, maybe
a weekend or two.

postponement." The lively artist,
speaking with Italian, Brooklynese
and fine English inflections, has
chosen to play his role with maximum effectiveness.
The rest of the stage company is
there too - Anthony Heald, Lance
Reston, Darthy Blair, Alan Gifford, Judith Sachs, Katherine Hel-

UConn Pianist
Gives Recital
At College
by Tim Woolsey
On Wednesday night, April 16,
Maxwell Shepherd of the University of Connecticut faculty came to
the Goodwin Theatre to give a recital of the works of Bach, Copland, Beethoven, Brahms, and Chopin. The concert had its very definite good and bad moments. At
its best, Mr. Shepherd's playing
had a great deal of poetry and
fire while at other times it was
characterized
by unevenness,
missed notes, and even lack of
taste and feeling. Present throughout the concert, though, was a
kind of intensity with which he
approached the music ~ something that was shown by his serious, almost dour, presence on
stage and the lack of flamboyant
gestures and grimaces. It was a
very studied approach that paid off
in some pieces more than others.
In the two preludes and fugues
of Bach that opened the concert,
Mr. Shepherd did not seem entirely at home. He used the sustaining pedal quite liberally and
although he maintained a very
steady tempo, the finger work in
spots was uneven. This was most
evident in the second prelude and
fugue that he played, a very rapid
and tricky piece.
The Copland Passacaglia came
off much better. This music is
less attractive and easy to listen
to than the piano sonata and the
Variations. It is a very stark and
steely affair, starting off quietly
with a slow ground bass which is
used as a basis for variations.
The piece gradually moves to an
overwhelming and dissonant climax, undoubtedly extremely difficult to play.
It should be mentioned that the
piano which was chosen for this
recital was certainly not the best
that the school owns. The tone on
the whole was very fuzzy and the
higher treble notes were amazingly
dead. Mr. Shepherd was forced in
the Copland and elsewhere to really
pound the high notes to make them
heard at all. There is no doubt
that a newer piano with a brighter
tone would have complimented and
not detracted from the playing.
But despite this Mr. Shepherd
brought the Copland off very effectively.
To hear the title of the next
piece, the Thirty-Two Variations
in C-minor of Beethoven, one would
expect to hear a monumental, hour
long work in the tradition of the
Diabelli Variations, but this whole
set lasts no more than ten minutes.
Each variation is only eight measures long and together they form
a really imaginative and delightful set. Again Mr. Shepherd played extremely well although in his
hands the work sounded more like
32 separate pieces rather than a
whole. This was probably because
he tended to slow down or stop
after each variation when in many
cases it is marked to go right on.
One of the high points of the r e cital came in the B-minor Rhapsody of Brahms. Mr. Shepherd
fully realized all the drama and
passion in this highly romantic
and fiery piece. In the fast sections he achieved a rich sonority
without banging due to the fact that
when he struck a loud chord he
put his whole body into it and not
just his forearms. In the slow
(Continued on Page 3) .
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Psycho-Social Aspects
Of Drug Use Scrutinized
A discussion held last Friday on
the social and psychological dimensions of the drug problem emphasized the long history of drug
use, reasons for the recent increase in drug use, and the dangers of the chronic use of marijuana.
Dr. Victor Gellineau, the director of research on addictive drugs
for the State of Massachusetts,
noted that " perhaps before recorded history psycho-active drugs
were used by Homo sapiens" and
that drug use "seems to be a permanent tendency of the species."
Gellineau cited the present day
"value crisis" and "structural
changes" in our society as causes
of the recent Increase in drug use.
He explained that "our mores are
breaking down or changing, and
we are getting conflicting sets of
mores." According to Gellineau,

this "value crisis" and changes in
the family and occupational structure have combined to produce a
period of rising drug use in which
many "look -for values in a chemical experience."
The second speaker, Dr. Myron
Hurwitz, who is on the staff of the
Institute of Living in Hartford, cited an attempt by individuals to escape intra-psychic pain as the major cause of drug use. He commented that decision concerning
the use of drugs " must be a personal one" but pointed out the
dangers of using marijuana. He cited four cases in which his patients liad shown "a slow growth of.
apathy" as they became involved
with the drug. He noted that this
seemed to be the" only symptom
which occurred in almost every
patient.

Expert Scores Criminal
Approach to Drug Use
Dr. Jacob Roseman, an Amherst,
Mass, private psychiatrist formerly with the University of Massachusetts Mental Health Service,
criticized the approach taken to
drugs by the authorities, citing
punishments as a " criminal approach" when the problem is more
of a psychological one. Roseman
noted the chemical solution of human problems as one of the major
problems facing our country.
He stated that he and the rest of
the American Medical Association
have been fighting for a loosening
of controls on drugs, not to, make
use easier, but to make research'
easier. '"The law should be aimed
at drug traffic. The harsh, repressive laws and severe penalties
against the users should be removed," was one of his comments
later in the program.
Roseman cited the lack of understanding about drugs by the authorities as one of the biggest problems facing those who are trying
• to find out about the effects, both
, physical and psychological, in this
•country. "It makes the younger
generation lose confidence in the
adult ability to use the rational approach."

Pianist
(Continued from Page 2)
lyrical sections he brought out the
warm singing melodies with great
clarity.
Unfortunately in the B-flat minor
Intermezzo of Brahms, one of the
most delicate and expressive
pieces the usually heavy handed
Brahms wrote, Mr. Shepherd used
a very mechanical and hard touch
that was totally unsuited to the
music. At places where he could
have slowed down and used more
rubato to realize the pensiveness
- and dreamy melancholy of the music,, he rushed through disregarding phrasing, and dynamics.
The recital
closed with two
•pieces by Chopin, The Nocturne
in D-fiat Op. 27 and the G-minor
Ballade. After playing the Brahms
Intermezzo with such lack of expression, he turned around and
played the equally delicate and expressive Nocturne beautifully! He
brought out all of the lyrical grace
and charm exceedingly well. And
all of the qualities that were present in.the Brahms Rhapsody showed up again in the Ballade. This
:
difficult piece is one that is attempted by few pianists and Mr. Shepherd conquered all its technical
hazards with admirable power and .
skill,
• Although this concert was rather
inconsistent, the fact remains that
Mr. Shepherd; is a highly talented.
pianist, and the pitifully small
number of us who were there can
be thankful that we got; the oppori tunity to hear Him.

As part of the program, the
floor was opened to questions, most
of which came from students, although there were a number of faculty members and administration
at the well-attended meeting. When
questioned on drug policies at colleges, he questioned the idea of
placing a student in double jeopardy with the college and outside authorities, which puts a moral
judgement on a person's right to
an education.
Roseman refused to make a moral judgement himself, though giving advice to students to "stay
away." This, he said, was from a
medical viewpoint, making a
judgement on the basis of the effects that researchers have been
able to! come up with. If drugs are
used, he cautioned against indiscriminate use, asking students
to "use judgement, discretion, and
purpose." He cited a number of
reasons that people use drugs,
from a feeling of loneliness to a
sort of blow to the "Establishment" to experimentation.
Roseman's viewpoint seemed to
be that the legal aspects are keeping scientists from finding the
physical and psychological aspects
while not doing an effective job
at what they are trying to do, that
lessening the punishments could
lead to research which would eliminate the problem.

Campus Barber
Shop
$ 3 0 - 5:30 Tues. - Fri.
8:30-Sat.
AIR CONDITIONED
CHAUNCEY MITCHELL
289 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

247-2953
Next to ABC Pizza

Legality of Narcotics Examined
A member of the Hartford police department's narcotics squad
and a lawyer from the American
Civil Liberties Union discussed
the legal aspects of drug use as
the second event of last Friday's
Senate Day drug program.
Detective Michael D'Onofrio, a
veteran of seven years of narcotics
squad duty maintained that possession and use of marijuana and hallucinogenic drugs should continue
to be treated as criminal acts.
He mentioned that "all such
drugs are obtained through illegal
sources and illegal transactions.
Also, I have never met a marijuana smoker who didn't go on to
something bigger." This statement was questioned by several
of the meager number in attendance. The officer was asked if,
by the nature of his work, he
would be in closer contact with
those who were using "something
bigger". "That is somewhat true,"
he replied, "but the fact remains
that I have never met a heroin
addict who did not use marijuana
first. This should explain why it
should be a criminal act."
Dr. Isadore Silver, of the American Civil Liberties Union,
considered drug use to be a "social, rather than a criminal-legal problem," adding that "whereever there is an ill in our society, we pass a law in the hope
that the ill will vanish."
Data shows that the present se-

Mangione •

:

by Michael Zimmerman
vere penalties have done little to
inhibit drug use. Silver explained
that "because of our inabilities
to deal with the very things that
are causes of drug use and abuse,
society has been content to condemn usage."
"Marijuana arrests become a
way of attacking the hippie elements of our society," added Silver as he told of instances of police officers "planting" marijuana
in a place where suspected drug
users were known to congregate,
and then recovering the drug when
they raid the location making a r rests.
D'Onofrio would not deny that
such events take place, and could
only say that it was his belief
that "any police officer who,plants
evidence is 'selling his soul'."
Silver explained he and the A.
C.L.U. organization are not "an-

On Friday, the Cesare Barbieri
Center of Italian Studies will present an informal talk with Jerre
Mangione, author of the recently
published book A PASSION FOR
SICILIANS. The discussion is
scheduled for 8:15 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium.
His book, subtitled "The World
Around Danilo Dolci," tells the
story of the Italian architect who
since 1952 has been working for social reform in Western Sicily. Dolci, who has been called the "Gandhi of Sicily," has had to face both
Mafia Pressure and bureaucratic
apathy in his fight to bring the
twentieth century to the island.
Mangione, professor of English
at the University of Pennsylvania,
has written four other books: REPORT FROM PALERMO, THE
OUTLAWS, A NEW WORLD IN
THE MAKING, and THE MAN.WHO
PLAYS ALONE. His articles have
appeared in TIME, the NEW REPUBLIC, and the now defunct NEW
YORK HERALD TRIBUNE.
OBITUARY
It was announced
by a memberof the immediate
family, that SCRIBBLES has
died, discontinued
publication, and that from
now on it would cease to
be the unfamiliar newspaper
put out by Couz and Freak
Publications.
Mortician
R. H. Izzouc

6:30to.8:30
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ti-police", saying that "Rather,
we would like to see the police
freed of the responsibility of enforcing myriad laws concerning
drugs and other social problems.
This would free the police forwhat
I.believe to be their primary duty,
that is the prevention and apprehension of the ' perpetrators of
crimes of violence."
Witchcraft
A lecture, "Some Reflections
on the Meaning of Modem
Witchcraft," is to be given in the
Watkinson Libiary at Trinity
College by Dr. Richard A.
Underwood of the Hartford
S e m i n a r y Foundation, on
Thursday, April 24. Following
coffee at,4:15, the talk will start
at 4:45 p.m.

1. Pipe broken?
No, I'm trying to find
where I stashed some dough.

To Discuss
His Book

WRTC-FM 89.3
THE FOLK DEPARTMENT
OF
WRTC PRESENTS A
PETER, PAUL, AND
MARY SPECIAL
FEATURING AN EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW WITH
PETER YARROW
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
:
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2. -That's where you keep
your moneys1

&. What's wrong with the bank?
I'd only take it right
out again.
- :

Sometimes I put it in
the (lower pot.

4. But that's what you're
doing now.
, ,
Not quite. I he beauty
of my system is that
I usually can t find
where I put it,

:

5.1 think you'd be a lot better
off putting some of your
dough into Living Insurance
• fr<)1£ Editable. It not only
iw . s . v o u , u l d t h e f a m i I
you > re '
jng t o h a v e a
lifetime of protection,. '
it also builds cash values
you can use for emergencies,
opportunities, or even
retirement.
I wonder if it could be
with the frendi fries?

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Lionel M. Stevens,: Manager,, College Employment.
',:••••

THE|EQUIMBL| I
T h e E c u i t a b l B Life Assurance Society of t h V U n i t e d States
,,,,,',
1 2 8 5 A v e n u e o f t h e A m e r i c a s , Nevir York, N e w Y o t k . l O O l ! ) - , ' , ',, "•'_

Art Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

• © E*iuitabliJ 1 9 6 $ ' " ' ; "
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Steuber Answers
TRIPOD Editorial
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ROTC
In this year of fabricated issues, the SDS has,
turned its haphazard attention to the question of
the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps. We do
not consider the issue to be one of exceptional
importance; there are so few students participating
in the program at the College that they could easily
be mistaken for the campus security guards were it
not for the deeper hue of their uniforms. However,
as the ROTC program is currently the topic of; debate
at some of our neighboring institutions, we feel that
it is appropriate for the College to reevaluate the
reasons for giving shelter to its little brigade.
The problem of the ROTC is difficult to resolve
because emotions are not easily divorced from the
arguments over the issue. Instinctively, liberals feel
compelled to reject as unjustifiable the presence of
the military on a college campus. They point out

*

t h a t it represents an infringement upon the
autonomy of the academic community: existing like
a "foreign embassy in a sovereign state." More
radical students and academicians contend that
institutions of higher learning that support ROTC
are morally culpable for the atrocities perpetrated
by American aggression in Vietnam.
While we sympathize with many of these
opinions, it would be foolish to bar ROTC programs
from colleges on emotional grounds; for the validity
of such justifications are only as permanent as' the
evanescent passions of public opinion. If our
emotions are allowed to govern our policies, the
emergence of a cause more appealing than our
current crusade in Asia might incite us to establish
compulsory military training for students.

*

*

The most plausible argument against the ROTC
may be founded upon the question of its
educational relevance to the goals of a college
community. Our fundamental criticism of the
ROTC curriculum is that it is concerned with
military - rather than academic -- discipline. Our
instincts recoil at the thought of giving academic
credit to subject matter devoted to what'has been
described as the "management of violence."

Pentagon which sends instructors to the universities
and colleges. It is incongruous that a military man
should suddenly (often at the tail-end of his career)
find himself with the rank of full professor at an
institution that takes pride in the quality of its
faculty.
The arguments that have been offered in defense
of the presence of ROTC detachments on campus
have n o t b e e n very convincing. That the
commissioning of educated second lieutenants
brings "rich diversity" to the armed forces, as Dr.
Lockwood recently suggested, implies that the
military is concerned with the cultivation of
individuality. The authoritarian structure of the
military cannot tolerate the expression of opinions
that the individual held as a civilian. Furthermore,
the real hierarchy of the armed forces is mostly
comprised of graduates of military academies.
A more popular justification for the ROTC is that
it offers students an alternative to the draft, and
that colleges have invited it on campus as a
convenience to students. This argument relegates
the program to the status of a business concession.
If the college is willing to accommodate the ROTC
because it is a convenience to undergraduates, it is
establishing a precedent for housing and accrediting
other organizations that might offer enticing career
opportunities.

Nevertheless, changes in the ideals of education
have made it increasingly difficult to decide what
constitutes an academic discipline. In the discussion
of the open semester, the report of the Curriculum
Revision Committee states that the College should
offer the opportunity for the student, "to
experience life outside the grooves of academe, to
sample the intellectual, cultural, and social resources
of another community, to gain a new perspective on
personal goals and academic direction." While the
TRIPOD believes that the ROTC program would
have to undergo significant restructuring before it
could meet the academic standards and goals of a
college, the implications of the new Trinity
curriculum allow for another conclusion.
In evaluating the appropriateness of granting
academic credit for ROTC courses, it should be
noted that that the program is formulated by the

*
It becomes clear that colleges and universities
allow the ROTC special considerations: resulting,
perhaps, from the self-conscious relation that has
existed between the military and higher education.
In attempting to determine whether the "special
considerations" will continue to prevail within this
community, the College must make two decisions.
The first involves the issue of academic credit for

*
the ROTC. We feel that this is essentially an
academic question that should be judged by the new
student-faculty Curriculum Committee. The second
issue deals with the presence of the ROTC
detachment on campus. We believe that question
affects primarily the interests and sensibilities of the
undergraduate community, and therefore should be
resolved by that constituent body.

tntts iripoii
MANAGING EDITOR
Kenneth P. Winkler 71

Telephones! 246-1829 or 527-3153, ext. 252
Obviously, the opinions that appear in this paper are those of the Editorial Board.

LETTERS to the editor
contending that an insipid glass
of nut brown ale compares in any
way with a life sustaining dram
To the Editor
of Glen Fiddich? Has the Chaplain
lost all perspective?
Two small matters prompt this
Sincerely,
note. First, I have not seen on the
James V. Compton (on
masthead the disclaimer clause
behalf of Prince Charlie and
which I thought you had agreed to
the Martyrs of Culloden)
enter.
Second, I wondered if you had any
suggestions as to how we may draw
to the attention of the members of To The Editor:
this community the need to do
Went to a Senate meeting tonight
something about the litter around
the campus. Now that the snow has April 20. Everyone clapped when I
melted, the debris is depressing walked in (been missing some
meetings lately). Good reason
and unattractive.
Thank you for your help. I trust though — the Senate's a non-functhat you have received copies of tioning, bullshit society. Try a
some of my recent communi- meeting sometime, we all need a
good laugh or a little disillusioncations.
Cordially, ment maybe. Youseethey're really
Theodore D. Lockwood trying, putting in an honest token
effort. Do a little talking, throw
(I. The disclaimer is on, the staff around some rhetoric, a real
box. 2. Who is responsible for the groove. They just can't get it tolitter? Each of us, eveiy day, in gether, but that's a plight we all
suffer from. We all know we're
his own way, - Ed.)
apolitical animals. What goes on
in the Senate is of little conse.-,.
quence. Who tells us what to do or
what they tell us to do matters
To the Editor
little. Who gives a shit. We don't
It is a perilous' thing to dispute live a political life, no relation
a theologian in public but I can- between us and decisions.
Voted to have another referennot let Chaplain Tull's slanderous
assault on Scottish nationalism dum tonight ~ hope you all vote!
go unchallenged. His shameless Gotta get that democracy working.
anglophilia had led him into most You see the Senate wants to get
grievous heresies. He complains us out 6ur$ 7500 commitment. Last
that the pubs in Scotland close year, as a result of that much talkearlier than those in England. Aye, ed about sit-in, the student body
but he neglects to point out that pledged $15,000 for minority group
they also OPEN earlier. Besides scholarships. Nice gesture, huh?
this begs the central issue. As We really got that emotionalism
any Celt knows, it is the quality to a fever pitch. Manipulated the
of the refreshment within that hell out of the student body. Fifcounts, is the Chaplain seriously
(Continued on page 5)

'litterbug'

'three cheers'

'heresies'

EDITOR
David W. Green'71
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I am writing in reply to the that I "preside over the demise
editorial of April 18 in which I was of student government at the Coltermed "their disillusioned leader lege". Another beautiful, illogical,
. . as he presides over the dem- and hopefully fallacious statement.
ise of student government at the The editor presents a 'new and
College." Indeed I see this as a unique' approach for restructuring
rather harsh statement, and prone the Senate - possibly new and
unique for our editor, but someto similar Tripod mistakes of the
past. "Disillusionment" . . . to an thing I have been striving for since
extent I am, but I wish for once February. Efforts are underway,
the Tripod would attempt to ob- and have been underway, to cortain all the facts, and therefore to rect the problem of the fragmenspeak from an air of knowledge tation of student power on campus
rather than an air of pedanticism by organizing the students and their
activities under the purview of the
and pedagogy.
The Senate possesses potential Senate. If the Tripod had been
— a great deal of potential if only truly interested in the facts, I'm
the lackadaisical attitude of many sure they would have discovered
of its members would change. "Be- my ideas for this restructurization
fore the meetings, they (the sena- — before they presented an editortors) can be found scurrying a r - ial concerning the demise of stuound Mather Hall looking for prox- dent government, and not after, as
ies." (another direct quote by the they did.
way). Although I am unaware of the
Maybe the editorial staff disTripod's factual basis for such a
agrees with me in the attainment
statement, I can believe the basic of this restructurization ~ in our
attitude it might reveal, or imply. approach to these similar goals.
Many senators (many but certainly Possibly they criticize me for the
far from all), seemingly afraid of
rapidity, or lack of rapidity, of
fulfilling their commitment to the
my approach. In reply to this, all
students who elected them by doI can say is that I believe that
ing work, would rather complain or
my approach will achieve a lastprofess to boredom and dissatis- ing, efficient
organization and
faction. They would rather discuss
structure. I fear that structures
and consider the dissolution of the which are created too quickly will
Senate
than work ! for the
result in ephemeral, semester long
strengthening of that organization.
changes. As long as I am President I will strive to attain this
"And their disillusioned leader
goal of long lasting changes —
rigidly adheres to his campaign
change not just for the sake of
promise - - not to impose his personality upon the Senate". Again I change but rather with a definite
goal and purpose in mind, and with
question the editor's factual basis
a rational, student supported founfor such a statement. I adhere to
the premise that the Senate cannot, dation. As long as I am president
or rather should not, be thoroughly I will retain my approach until
controlled by one individual — that proven otherwise. I will however,
would defeat the purpose of a'Stu- continue to read the Tripod editordent Senate'. The direction of the ials, and will continue to snicker
Senate requires strong Presi- at their humor. Who needs Pfeiffer
when we have our editorial staff??
dential leadership but it also r e Who knows, the next editorial might
quires a commitment and wholehearted effort by senators — all even concern the demise of the
Tripod?
senators, and not just the typical
handful.
In final consideration I would like
David Steuber
to address myself to the statement

Hartford,

Stephen Keeney
Why AFROTC Must Go

The abolition, at least temporarily, of AFROTC on the Trinity
campus is imperative not because ROTC maintains low academic
standards, but because the policies its men defend and the interests
they serve are fundamentally wrong.
Some people think that American policy in Viet Nam, for example,
has been misguided (and perhaps even immoral in the use of napalm,
etc.), but now America's leaders are slowly becoming "reasonable". It
seems more realistic, however, to admit that Viet Nam policy has
always been harmoniously integrated in the larger pattern of- the.
American government's aims and interests around the world and here at
home.
WET NAM IS NOT AN ISOLATED MISTAKE
Prima facie evidence for the rational nature of U.S. Viet Nam
commitments may be found in the comments of American statesmen.
As Richard Goodwin, a former aide to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson
and later a McCarthy campaign assistant put it, "We made these
decisions to intervene, because in the judgments of the Presidents,
American power and interests demanded it." (N.Y. TIMES, 2/5/67). In
the words of former Ambassador to Viet Nam, Henry Cabot Lodge,
"Viet Nam does not exist in a geographical vacuum - from it large
storehouses of wealth and population can be influenced and
undermined." (Boston GLOBE 2/8/65). Senator Gale McGee of
Wyoming formulated American intentions more succinctly: "That
empire in Southeast Asia is the last major resource area outside the
control of any of the major powers on the globe...I believe that the
conditions of the Vietnamese people, and the direction in which their
future may be going, are at this stage secondary, not primary," Senator
McGee expresses very clearly the. antagonism between America's
interests (the interests of American "free enterprise") and those of the
Vietnamese people. To believe that American policy has been merely
misguided, one must focus only on the "Americanization" of the war.,,
since 1965, the huge build up of American troops and the massive use\,
by the U.S. Army (done for them, obligingly, by the U.S. Air Force) of
civilian bombing. But as Mr. Goodwin, a dove, has indicated, the policy
goes back to President Kennedy and before Kennedy, to Eisenhower
and Truman. Having defeated Japanese imperialism, the U.S.
government footed the bill for French colonialism against the Viet
Minh. When the French were defeated, the American government
installed the Diem dictatorship, trained Diem's armies, and aided his
attempts to undo the redistribution of land that had^been carried out
by the Viet Minh. Thus the Viet Nam war has been an American
enterprise from its inception. What is NEW about the war since 1965 is
not the American involvement; it is the strength and unity of the
Vietnamese people fighting back against American interests.

A WAR AGAINST THE PEOPLE

A JR. ROTC UNIT DRILLING
"An effectively administered Jr. ROTC program can make important
to the production of qualified officers and enl.sted
+ J i n
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S T S 5 1 Xple-" BY 1971. the DOD hopes to have an est.mated
300,000 youth in over 1200 Jr. ROTC
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Expansion Act of 1964

In the present phase of the war, the U.S. has committed specfacu/ar
moral crimes. During the Tet offensive it almost totally destroyed
major cities (Ben Tre - a city of 35,000 - was 85% destroyed by U.S. Air
Force bombing during the Tet offensive - Boston GLOBE, 2/8/68). In
January 1967, the U.S. Army razed the village of Ben Sue.and
transferred its inhabitants to refugee camps where peasants could be.
counted as "votes" for the Ky-Thieu "democracy". In findings on
"civilian casualty and refugee problems in South Viet Nam" the Senate
Judiciary Committee states that BEFORE the Tet offensive, three to
four million persons in South Viet Nam were refugees (one fourth of
the population). As the report puts it, "the majority of the refugees
interviewed claimed they were either deposited in camp by Americans
or fled to the camps in fear of American airplanes and artillery."
Unable to win people away from the NLF by social programs, the U.S.
government has used massive and spectacular violence to drive the
peasants from NLF controlled areas, not the least of which is the
incredible amount of bombing of civilians, done by the Air Force, one
of the branches of the U.S. Armed Forces staffed with "citizen-soldier"
officers trained in AFROTC programs who nevertheless commit
atrocities daily and efficiently.
.

OPPRESSION AND THE RIGHT TO REVOLT
But these overt acts of aggression should not be allowed to obscure
the QUIET VIOLENCE imposed by the landlords and American
domination in the early stages of the war. This domination meant
abject poverty for most of the Vietnamese people. Absentee landlords
through their retainers in the countryside forced the peasants to pay
fifty to sixty percent of their crop in rent alone (i.e., not counting
usury or taxes). To give an indication of concentration of land
ownership, 6,300 landlords - 2% of the rural population-owned 45% of
the land. Continued life on the edge of starvation, continued brutality
and pressure from the landlord's goons and local police to get in the
rent and taxes -- these were the conditions of peasant existence which
the U.S. government attempted to shore up in Viet Nam. These are not
unusual conditions -- they exist in other countries in Latin America,
Asia and Africa.
It is this quiet violence, the violence of age-long oppression backed
up by American aid and military force, which drives the peoples of the
third world into revolt against the landlords and their allies, American
Business. To maintain this violence, the U.S. has set up military
dictatorships in Thailand, the Congo, Brazil, Argentina, Guatemala,
Iran-to name but a handful. It is this quiet violence, quiet because
Americans do not hear the rape, the anguish, which renders popular
rebellions just, and the spectacular force used by their oppressors
unjust.
A man is poor
Ever thinner, ever blacker
Goes to borrow fifty coins,
Is asked a hundred in return
Turns to go,
Knows he's taken for a thief;
A man is rich
Ever fatter, ever whiter,
Goes to borrow fifty pieces,
Has a hundred pressed upon him, .
Turns to go,
Is urged to stay and drink.

;

defending the Kittachorn dictatorship.
The military supervision of the Bay of Pigs invasion and the invasion
of the Dominican Republic are "neighborly" examples further"
documenting the claim that a central role to the U.S. military is the
implementation of imperialist policies.
The American military has been deemed necessary for suppressing
popular uprisings (e.g. Watts, Newark, Detroit, Wilmington) and mass
anti-war demonstrations (e.g. Chicago) at home. In Wilmington,
Delaware, National Guardsmen were still on duty nine months after the
original .rebellion. This use of the military is growing, not dwindling:
the Pentagon is currently paying for cost plus work on an around the
clock basis in an attempt to set up an urban disturbance control center
in the basement before the long hot summer is upon them. Currently
they are planning in terms of being able to coordinate control of up to
25 cities if necessary and operations on this scale aren't far from what
might be called civil war.

IMPORTANCE OF ROTC TO U.S. FOREIGN POLICY
The case has been argued that the central role of the American
military is to implement a systematic, long-standing policy of securing
world wide markets open to American business and trade. This aim
implies installing and supporting reactionary governments and
suppressing popular revolts. The case for abolishing ROTC rests on
evidence that ROTC is essential to the smooth functioning of the
American military in the pursuit of these policies in Viet Nam and
elsewhere.
ROTC: THE MAIN SOURCE OF OFFICERS

(Shantung chant from
pre-revolutionary China,
Hinton, FANSHEN, p. 46)

USE OF THE MILITARY IN A WIDER SCHEME
A large part of the U.S. armed forces is fighting in Viet Nam: roughly
500,000 of the 1,517,000 troops stationed in 119 countries overseas
are in Viet Nam. (General David M. Shoup, USMC, Ret. in the
Washington POST, 4/9/69). In many of the 119 countries the U.S.
supports governments which keep the vast majority of the people in
abject poverty while granting generous concessions to U.S. business
men and permitting the U.S. to establish bases on their territory. In
these countries, the U.S. military either maintains a.presence or trains
and equips the indigenous army to put down its own people.

ROTC provides a most essential function of the American military: it
supplies the necessary officers. According to the N.Y. TIMES (1/5/69),
ROTC supplies 50% of the Army officers, 35% of the Navy officers and
30% of the Air Force officers each yea*. According to the Air Force
itself, "The quest for talent in aerospace power is never-ending, whether
it be for visionary planners who can peer through the mists of the
future ten years ahead, or for engineers and cost-control expert who
can translate those visions into,weapons or practical techniques. In
either case, I need not tell:you'that the Air Force has, in • the past,'
found the college ROTC program a veritable 'Comstock Lode' of
desirable officer talent." (John A. Lang, Administrative Assistant to
Secretary of the Air Force, from THE AIR FORCE INFORMATION
POLICY LETTER SUPPLEMENT FOR COMMANDERS, no. 131)
NO ALTERNATIVE TO ROTC
Still, the question might linger, will abolition of ROTC slow the
operation of an imperialist policy? Col. Pell, the ranking officer of
ROTC at Harvard, noted in a recent interview:
Let it be understood beyond question that there is present no
acceptable alternative source of junior officer leadership if ROTC is
driven from the college campus
Col. Pell also has a strategic aim in view:
The anti-ROTC extremists apparently do not accept the criticality of
ROTC to our defense establishment. They persist in the notion that the
armed forces will'continue to exist and perform their function
somehow, without ROTC. The blunt truth is that Officer Candidate
School (OCS) programs are not attractive to college graduates unless
there is extreme pressure from the draft.
Thus, a widespread anti-ROTC movement WOULD have the desired
effect. Even with considerable effort to expand OCS, the short term
result would be to dry. up the supply of officers for the military The
abolition of ROTC would make it more difficult to continue the Viet
JNam war or initiate similar wars.
CIVILIAN ELITES AND THE ARMED FORCES

VJr
Consider Guatemala: 2% of the people own 80% of the land, about
72% of the population is illiterate, and over 50% of the people suffer
from malnutrition. According to a N.Y, TIMES report, the right-wing
extremist group, the Mano Blanca, whose members are commissioned
by the U.S. supported Guatemalan Army, has assassinated between one
and three thousand people in the past year. The victims were usually
social reformers or revolutionaries/By 1966, the U.S. had stationed one
thousand military personnel in Guatemala and supplied napalm to
Guatemalan pilots for use against guerillas.
In Greece, a country in which the U.S. has supported right-wing
political factions since World War II, the present junta came into power
by activating a 1958 NATO contingency plan which was intended to
"save Greece from communism".
In Thailand, at least 38,000 U.S. troops participate by attempting to
suppress a peasant revolution similar to that of the Vietnamese, while
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Col. Pell's snobbery about the virtues of the educated man may be
unusually overt, but it is no secret that the Armed Forces have highly
rigid class structures."
This argument is not meant as recommendation for tokenism in the
military, or increased percentages of working class officers for
imperialist wars. By destroying ROTC, a strong student movement
would contribute to stopping this war and wars like it; hence no one
would have to go. In addition, a just society waging a just war would
not need an elitest army.
AN ATTACK ON ROTC IS AN ATTACK ON IMPERIALIST POLICY
In addition to supplying the U.S. Armed Forces with officers, ROTC
is physically present on college campuses while other a*sf ects of the
military establishment, the Draft, for example, are not. Thus, fighting
against ROTC is also a-vital way in which students and faculty can
effectively oppose the Viet Nam War and American imperialism. It is in
this light that we can see illegitimacy of offering ROTC as an alternative
way to "fulfill your military obligation." The only sense in which it is
an alternative is that it gives the RQTC recruit an,opportunity to be a
more efficient, powerful and responsible unit of• repression and
exploitation.
.
A stand opposing American imperialism does not mean opposing
armed forces per se. The position is that Trinity College should retuse
to cooperate with the U.S. Armed Fofces as long, as counterrevolution
remains the objective of American foreign policy. Viet Nam is just the
latest, most flagrant example of the use of U.S. armed forces as the
means to suppress popular revolutions.
_
,
Suppose our campaign succeeded and we abolished ROIL.tiere ana
on every campus in the U.S. Clearly the defense capability of h,
country, strictly defined - its security against invasion-and nuclear
strike - would not have been impaired, but a significant blow would
have been struck against the Viet Nam War.
,
To test this reasoning, let us take an extreme case. Suppose lie
anti-war movement were so successful that no one in the whole United
States were to enlist or to accept induction except Jo °rgamze gamst
the war inside the army. What would the rulers of this country do
Clearly they would not abolish the army: but they would toe togrt.
out of Viet Nam Immediately, and they would have a hard time fighting
more Viet Nams.
,
,, tliripnto in the
Finally, an attack on ROTC is not "an attack on he rtutarti m the

ROTC Program. ROTC manipulates

^ . ^ H . , 1 2 '

appealing to their immediate needs - money to go, tc.school
the draft. There is no genuine-only misguided-patnotjsm in
war of conquest, or in service to the American Air torce.
II. ROTC and the Nature of the College '
The Concept of "Neutrality"
There are three basic positions on the AFROTC issue:
conscious of the fact that the College is currently
the
supplying junior officers to the Air Force for use »
counLevolutionary policies promulgated by the US g c ' — " t *?
actively supports this status quo, one is of the opinion that the College
is an academic haven of scientific neutrality and
institutional stands on social issues,
.
th
understands the current function M AfKUit, ai
implications of support of such an o
is actively opposed to the presence of
Defense on campus.
self-evident and have been
s
The first and last positions are ^
' ™ f t h i s m u c h vaunted
explored in the first section of. the article. What "
e exist?
liberal neutrality? Does, in fact anopton f o r ^ ^ ^ b y t h e
The answer, it would seem, is no, tor
practicesstatus quo. Failure to see this makes
£>> As a
and policies look like further attacks on
theinselves
result, many Trinity faculty members and
what it is,
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mistakenly
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that
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privileged beings above the conflicts of the world, encourages them to
remain "neutral", to exercise the "right" to be "apolitical". The
conflicts continue, however, and "neutrals" are implicitly-allied with
the dominant powers, who make the College serve their particular
political interests. Neutrality must be seen for what it is: Assent.
There are, of course, difficulties in justifying AFROTC on an
academic basis as it is now constituted. The ranking officer of the
installation must be accorded the rank of professor and the program
must be accepted into the College's curriculum as promulgated by the
Department of Defense. At present there is little pretense that the
program rates on an equal basis academically with any of the other
departments, but there is an effort being made currently to persuade
the DOD to drop any "military" training during the school year and
allow the trainees to take specially designed and academically beefed up
courses in political science and related areas. This obviously will not
satisfy the person who realizes the function of AFROTC and wishes it
to wither away as rapidly as possible, but, on the other hand, can it
satisfy the true neutral liberal either? To maintain real neutrality should
not the college establish instead a separate department of military
science in which the tlieory and techniques of both Aerospace Warfare •
and Guerrilla warfare are offered along with the supporting political
and social analysis? This is nothing to say of the denial to EITHER
group of the right to recruit on the neutral campus, which should be
the primary liberal to ROTC as it is presently operating.
It is safe to say that even if Trinity College strips AFROTC of credit,
refuses to grant faculty status to the ranking officers and refuses to
accept the ROTC program into the curriculum, there is more than a
good possibility that AFROTC will continue to process men in much
the same fashion to which it is accustomed -- those in power, the ones.
who so zealously prosecute the law breakers, will find it expedient to
ignore the law they established during a period of quiet.
The AFROTC question at Trinity is not whether Trinity should offer
another false opportunity for students to participate in an international
(national during the summers?) program to make the world safe for
American business at everyone's eventual expense or whether ROTC
deserves an academic place in the Trinity Community but rather it is,
should Trinity College, in the context of current American domestic
and foreign policies, have contracts with the Department of Defense for
the production of officers for the U.S. Anried Forces?

Nick Maklary
Why DOD Must Go
-"It's not really very academic at all But you're not dealing with
academics; you 're dealing with the military and how to become an
officer."
•••
-A Trinity AFROTC cadet, 1969

A number of questions continually confront those of us who insist
that Trinity College must cease supporting the United States;
Department of Defense, and must mount a vigorous challenge: of the
DOD's power. This article is an attempt to deal briefly with some of the
arguments raised against ending DOD presence on this campus through
the ROTC specifically.
.
:

Don't students have a right to take ROTC?

:

•

In one sense it is questionable if anyone has a "right" to prepare to
assist in imposing American military imperialism on the rest of the
world. However such an argument is valid perhaps only for a pacifist.
More significant is that the non-pacifist realize that we are not so
much challenging the academic "right" of Trinity students to take
ROTC courses. We are not challenging anyone's.right to explore issues. \
We ARE challenging, rather, the false assumption that the Pentagon >
has some sort of inherent '"'right"' as a corporation to conduct its
business on the property of another institution. There is NO such
"right"; it is a PRIVILEGE. And that privilege can be granted or.
denied. We are insisting that it be denied to the Department of Defense.,

Isn't the College, by maintaining an ROTC detachment, providing one
more option for students facing the draft?
If you mean "Isn't Trinity College by maintaining an ROTC
detachment, helping to supply the military with officers?" then the
answer is definitely YES. That kind of help is what we are challenging.
But if you mean, "Isn't Trinity College by maintaining an ROTC
detachment, providing its students with one more category in which to
be placed by Selective Service, in addition to II-S, IV-F, I-A, IV-D,
etc.?" then the answer is definitely NO.
There is no special category in Selective Service for ROTC cadets.
ROTC cadets are classified I-D (member of the Armed Forces) by virtue
of being members of the AIR FORCE RESERVE. Being in the Reserves
is a pre-requisite to ROTC, but being in ROTC is NOT a pre-requisite to
being in the Reserves and receiving the I-D classification.
Elimination of the ROTC program would not change the draft status
of students in the program, since they would still be classified I-C as
long as they remain in the Air Force Reserve.

Shouldn't the College remain neutral with regard to American foreign
policy?
It is questionable whether any educational institution ought to
remain neutral on questions facing its society.
However, the simple fact is that Trinity College is NOT at this
present time neutral with regard to American foreign policy. The
College IS taking a stand, in support of American foreign policy. And it
is taking this stand by granting the Department of Defense the
PRIVILEGE (which it is not obligated to grant) to conduct its business
on this campus.
Trinity College allows the ROTC to come on campus and train its
officers, and provides the physical facilities needed. By granting these
privileges, which the College need not grant if it doesn't wish to, the
College is in fact supporting and assisting the Department of Defense in
the performance of its duties.
Trinity College is not now neutral. Its support of American foreign
policy is definite. We are asking that the College reverse its stand on this
issue.

Trinity College is not now neutral. Its support of American
foreign policy is definite. We are asking that the College
reverse its stand.
Isn 't it better for those concerned for peace to have officers trained in
the midst of today's campuses?

/ / the College removes ROTC, shouldn 't it remove other groups in order
to be fair?

Only if one accepts the very simplistic notion that the College's
ROTC graduates are going to single-handedly determine the extent of
any "humanism" in U.S. warfare.
Already, for example, 85% of the Army's second lieutenants are
ROTC graduates. Where is the humanism these ROTC graduates are
expected to impart to the military? Undoubtedly any Vietnamese
whose home and nation has been destroyed by our military would be
interested in knowing what happened to the humanism of officers
trained on America's campuses.

On the contrary. The other groups (presumably SDS being one such
group) are TALKING about their ideas for social change, a right both
they and ROTC possess.
ROTC is also IMPLEMENTING its ideas for social change through
officer training. The College permits this, and yet stops there.
Were the College to grant FULL parity, then it would have to allow
the Resistance Movement, the Black Panthers and the Fellowship of
Reconciliation or American Friends Service Committee to have equal
access to college facilities to train personnel to implement their views
on social change.

Doesn't the Air Force need college-educated students in a technological
age?
Exactly. And that is why a snow-balling national movement to
destroy ROTC will have the effect of bringing pressure to bear on the
military officials and the U.S. Government as a whole to scale down its
aggressive policies toward the rest of the world.
Col. Robert H. Pell at Harvard has distributed a memorandum
defending ROTC in which he wrote:
"Let it be understood beyond question that there is as present no
acceptable alternate source of junior officer leadership if ROTC is
driven from the college campus."
"The armed forces simply cannot function - nor should they be
expected to function in our complex society -- without an officer corps
comprised largely of college graduates."

Why not negotiate with the Pentagon for removal of ROTC
nationwide?
Because this would still involve this College co-operating with the
Defense Dept. in its policy of military imperialism. The College would
be giving the Department of Defense much-needed TIME to find an
alternative to ROTC, an alternative it does not presently possess.
The effect we are seeking is a snow-balling, sudden removal of ROTC
from a number of campuses. This would drastically curtail the number
of needed military officers for the near future, and force a
governmental change with regard to the military oppression presently
being perpetrated by the United States Government.

Why not simply remove ROTC academic credit?
Isn't the College's support for the Defense Dept. so minimal as to make
anti-ROTC efforts almost meaningless?
On the contrary. The Defense Dept. relies on a number of colleges'
maintaining ROTC detachments.Mn order to procure its needed junior
officers. In fact Dr., Lockwood seems to feel the Defense Dept. is
particularly anxious to maintain ROTC detachments at the
Northeastern U.S. colleges such as Yale, Harvard, Dartmouth, Amherst,
Middlebury and Trinity.
The Defense Dept. cannot afford to have any large number of
colleges withdraw support for ROTC. The effect of many colleges'
ceasing support of ROTC and requiring it to leave campus would be to
force some scaling down of U.S. military oppression.

While removal of credit would be a prestige loss for ROTC it would
be little more. It might decrease the number of students voluntarily
signing up for ROTC (unless they were looking for a draft "out")
However, it would not injure the military-industrial complex of this
nation, nor would it end Trinity College's complicity in implementing
an aggressive policy of military imperialism.
The Department of Defense has no inherent "right" to conduct its
business on this campus. It is presently receiving a privilege being
voluntarily granted to the Defense Dept. by Trinity College We are
insisting that that privilege be withdrawn - fortlirighdy, definitively
J
and at once.

Will you use legitimate channels?
Shouldn't the College, in the midst of anti-war protest, permit military
persons to express opposite views?
We have never challenged the right of members of this community to
invite guests to visit this campus and join in educational experiences.
We would be very happy if Defense Dept. officials, or ROTC members,
WOULD try to>. defend American military imperialism. The question is
not one of free speech.
Rather, we are asserting that the question of free speech - including
for militarists to confront pacifists and others -- is SEPARATE from the
question of continued College support for the aims of the Defense
Department.

.Personally I do not believe there is any channel with the legitimacy to
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Critical Room Shortage
Menacing Class of .'72
"It may be August before we get
the whole room situation straightened out" Assistant Dean of Community Affairs Leonard R. Tomat
told the TRIPOD in an interview
late Sunday night.
At the present time, the High
Rise and South Campus Dormitories, Seabury, Northam, and
Goodwin, Woodward, and Cook are
filled, with the rising juniors and
sophomores having their pick of
eleven five-man Allen East and
West rooms, eight four- and eightman Jarvis rooms, room for sixty
people In North Campus, and most
of Elton and Jones. There are one
hundred forty-two rising juniors
and approximately two hundred
sixty rising sophomores in line
for the three hundred odd places
left presently available.
Tomat told of the arrangements
that are to be made for the r e maining students. "There should
be about fifty people living off
campus next year. Also, a few
people choose not to return to the
college in the fall.
A few of the fraternities still
have living room available, and the
college Is trying to make some of
the faculty apartments available
for student use. Because of this,
the students that remain should be
assured of a room by the middle

of August."
Dean of Community Affairs Roy
Heath, explained that he has not
been too concerned with room selection for next year, since he
will no longer be Dean and since
it Is under the jurisdiction of the
Assistant Dean, but termed the
situation presently at hand and the
increasing of the capacity of many
rooms "unfortunate." When asked
about the possibilities of building
new dormitories, Heath mentioned
the three unknowns as far as future
on-campus living is concerned: the
questions of just how many students will room off-campus, how
many will take advantage of the
open semester program, and how
many will spend a semester or a
year at another college. "You
have to be sure that a new dormitory is needed before you build
it," he explained.
open. semester or a year at another college. "You have to be
sure that a new dormitory is needed
before youbuild It", he explained.
At the present time, the next
building to be done on campus Is
slated for three years from now,
and that being of classrooms. An
Investigation Into the possible
room shortage is being conducted
by Senate President David Steuber.

SENATE RESOLUTION
(Ed. Nate: Reprinted below is the
text of a resolution passed by the
Senate Sunday night. J
Considering the present structure of College governance which
the Senate views as unjust and
Impractical, and viewing with apprehension the present independent representative status of the
student members of the Trinity
College Council, the Senate:

At a meeting Thursday, the
faculty voted to allow
student members of the
C ommittee on Academic
Standing and Discipline to
serve in an advisory capacity
on matters pertaining to
academic standing. The
students can vote on issues
related to discipline.

1. requests that all student
T.C.C. members:
a. are appointed ex-ofiicio
members of the Senate;
b. attend student meetings rer
gularly in order to report on T.C.C.
proceedings and obtain Senate
views;
c. demand that all T.C.C.
meetings be open to the public;
d. accept guidelines on specific issues from the Senate for
discussion in the T.C.C. Student
T.C.C. members will not beheld
accountable for following such
guidelines.
2. affirms that Student members
of the T.C.C. are free to vote in.
accord with their own consciences;
3. declares that a majority
Senate vote may provide a statement of student judgement on a
specific T.C.C. policy;
4 re-affirms its right at any
time, by a 2/3 vote, to call for a
re-call election of student members of the T.C.C.

mm
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A FAREWELL TO ARMS
(Continued from page 1)
Trinity ROTC may be failing
even In this. An informal survey
of the 22 cadets revealed that many
doubted the relevance of the ROTC
curriculum to the junior officer.
The same study showed dissatisfaction with "corps training,"
hours spent on Air Force road
trips, and listening to lectures on
Air Force customs and courtesies.
But the armed forces appear
willing to strengthen their offerings. Three curricular structures
are currently. permitted by the
Army: 1. A standard military curriculum, such as in military colleges; 2. A curriculum that allows
substitution of regular academic
courses for up to one quarter of
the military requirement; and 3.
A new option in which ROTC courses are led by regular faculty, by
officers workingtowardtheir master's degree, or by a combined
team,
According to THE CHRONICLE
OF HIGHER EDUCATION, the Air
Force is voicing the most violent
objections to course substitution.
One official, supporting the Air
Force position, remarked, "The
basic reason is that we end up
losing contact with the student.
He's not having the course taught •
from the service point of view,
and we're not achieving the objectives we want to achieve." Nevertheless, the Air Force Is experimenting with course substitution
at ten of its units.
Major Robert F. Bokern, chairman of Trinity's department of
aerospace studies, described the
ROTC program as a very flexible
one. National headquarters, he explained, formulates broad goals for
the two-year program, but how
they are achieved depends wholly
on the individual instructor.
"I'd like to see SDS come into
our classroom," Bokern commented. He maintained that there is as
much freedom in an ROTC class
as in any other, and noted that the
courses are open to non-cadets with permission of the instructor.
A joint faculty-student committee should study the ROTC curriculum, and judge its academic
worth. While the committee must
recognize the "how to" nature of
a course geared to produce Air
Force lieutenants, it must realize
that the credit Issue is more fuzzy than Ivy League trends Indicate:
1, Trinity's faculty is unique in
its commitment to award academic credit for non-academic
pursuits. Under the Open Semes-

ter provision of the new curriculum, internships with government agencies or private concerns
can earn credit equivalent to four
half-year courses.
Besides, even physical education will garner academic credit
next fall.
2. Support for the argument that
many courses adopt a political
point of view Is snowballing. ROTC's one-sidedness is not rare.
At Harvard, students are using
this thesis in defense of a popular
(663 enrollment, second largest
at the University) course called
"Radical Perspectives in Social
Change;" Its curriculum frankly
assumes a radical stance.
Actually, the "Should ROTC Be
on Campus at All?" question is
more fundamental. Colleges tackle
the credit Issue first only because
ROTC happens to be on campus to
begin with.
Assistant Professor of History
Dr. Anthony Netting has taped
a poster proclaiming "Confront
Campus Militarism" to his office
door. He is piloting the anti-De- >
partment of Defense petition
through the faculty, and thinks
that having ROTC on campus as
an extracurricular activity is even more absurd than allowing It
course status.
Many students agree. They view
the corps' presence as tacit approval of Defense Department policy. The third floor of Boardman
Hall, once a haven for innocent
white mice, becomes an organ of
military - Industrial complex, and
the College is implicated in Vietnamese war crimes.
But as advocates of this viewpoint are quick to point out, these
arguments appeal only to those who
hope to cripple the Defense Department. Although most of Trinity's undergraduate body is against
the War, few are willing to leave
the Defense Department lame lest
another perhaps more noble, conflict arise. .
Certainly the anti-ROTC cause
does not have the same kind of.
support the Black Scholarship proposal built up one year ago. Said
one student, a participant in last
spring's sit-in, "I wouldn't move
my ass two inches for ROTC."
The more conservative students
like to throw ROTC in the same
bag with SDS. If we allow SDS on
campus, they ask, why not ROTC?
The reply is perhaps the radicals'
most cogent point: SDS Is indigenous, and has only a flimsy connection with the national chapter;
ROTC, on the other hand, is directed by outside agents, and its

purpose Is to train students to become second lieutenants in the
armed forces.
Still, conservatives support the
right of students to enroll in ROTC. ROTC should stay on campus,
according to this group, as long
as there are students anxious to
join. They suggest that ROTC presents a draft alternative; some
even go so far as to claim that
the United States government is
legitimate.
The lesser arguments for ROTC's continuance center around
the need for liberally educated
officers. But radicals have difficulty locating evidence of liberal
educations in Viet Nam, so the
thought tends to be rather unconvincing.
Whether ROTC remains Is primarily a student concern. However, some students doubt whether
ROTC should be drummed off campus merely because a simple majority of the student body thinks It
doesn't belong here. They point
out that minority rights transcend the will of the majority.
Acting on the ROTC Issue by itself, Trinity cannot satisfy everyone. But President Lockwood,
through the Association of Colleges in New England, might be In a
position to negotiate with ROTC's
national headquarters. He could
suggest an Air Force program si- '
milar to the Platoon Leaders
Class of the Marines. Students
enrolled in this program are commissioned upon graduation, but
have no military requirements
during the school year.
"To promote a proper ESPRIT
DE CORPS," they participate In
two summer training courses.

LETTERS
(Continued from page 4)
teen grand is a lot of money, too
much for an affluent body of Trinity students. How do you thinkthey
got rich, by spending money? Can't
afford it. Anyway our dear Senate
will get us out of this jam. Three
cheers for them. Get a big grant
from an institution — Henry Ford,
America's benefactor. Butwhynot
do both, fulfill our commitment
and apply for a grant? Too much
trouble you boob, Phil Khoury has
already explained to the Senate that
•we just don't have the manpower
to pursue both. His committee has
only three members, although
everybody at Trinity is certainly
concerned.
Don't feel bad Mr. Minority,
you'll get your scholarship with
or without a meagre $7500. But
why the hell do you want to come
here?
Larry Weiner' Tl
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THIS WEEK
TUESDAY, APEIL 22
1:30 p.m. V. Golf- University of
Hartford and University of Rhode
Island at Rhode Island
2:00 p.m. F. Golf - Post Jr.
College - Home
3:00 p.m. V. Baseball - Wesleyan - Home
3:00 p.m. F. Baseball - Univ, of
Hartford - Away
3:00 p.m. V. Tennis - Rhode Island - Home
3:00 p.m. V. Lacrosse -Nichols
- Away
.4:00 p.m. Crown Investment
League - Alumni Lounge
7:30 p.m. Trinity Coalition of
Blacks - Alumni Lounge
10:00 p.m. Compline - Chapel
Assignment of Dormitory Rooms
1969-70 Choice by Rising Juniors

7:15 p.m. Hillel Sabbath Service
- Senate Room
8:15 p.m. Cesare Barbieri Center Lecture, McCook Aud. Prof.
Jerre Mongione, Univ. of Pa. "Sicily"
SATURDAY, APRIL 26
8:00 a.m. - 5 p.m. Graduate Records Exam - Washington Room
1:00 p.m. V. Tennis - U of Conn.
Home
2:00 p.m. V. Baseball - Colby Away
2:00 p.m. V. Lacrosse - Tufts Home
2:30 p.m. F. Baseball - Yale Home
3:00 p.m. F. Tennis - Kent Home
3:00 p.m. Crew, - U. of Mass,
and G. Washington - Home
8:00 p.m. Film Series -McCook
Aud.
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4:15 p.m. Trinity Facuiiy Seminar - Room 320, A.A.C.
7:30 p.m. Lecture by R. Amir,
Israeli Counsel General- - "Prospects for Peace in the Middle
East" - Alumni Lounge
CHAPEL
SUNDAY, APRIL 27 10:30a.m. The
Eucharist. 5:00 p.m. Music at Vespers. Trinity Chamber Orchestra,
Baird Hastings, Conductor. Trinity College Glee Club and Chapel
Choir, Clarence Waters, Organist
EXHIBITS
COLLEGE LIBRARY
A Prevalence of Witches - 1969
The-Persecution of Witches 1484
AUSTIN ARTS CENTER
THEATER OF LIGHT Admission
50? Mon.-Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 5:00
p.m. and 7:00-10:00 p.m.
Sun. 1:00 - 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 10:00 p.m.
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Under American Foresight's Unique
GUARANTEED INCOME PROGRAM
You Can Earn

The Trial

(Continued from page 2)
mond and many others.
The high school audiences saw
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
the play and liked the fly-unzipDormitory room Assignments ping, belt removing, breast-baras Tuesday
ing sex scenes; and the businessSUNDAY, APRIL 27
12:00 noon The Eucharist - Chamen went and looked sleepy and
1:15 p.m. Newman Apostolate confused in the back rows.
pel
Mass - Alumni Lounge
2:30 p.m. F. Tennis - TrinityFor others, and especially stuPawling - Away
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist - dents - who may purchase tickets
2:30 p.m. F. Lacrosse -TrinityChapel
at special reduced prices on WedPawling - Away
5:00 p.m. Music at Vespers - nesday and Sunday Matinees, Sunday evenings, or just before cur3:00 p.m. V. Track - Amherst - The Chapel
8:00 p.m. Classic Film Series - tain time any night - the play comAway
McCook Aud.
bined' shades of Camus, Sartre,
Pinter, habeus corpus, and excelTHURSDAY, APRIL 24
lent staging and set creativity to
3:00 p.m. F. Track - Cheshireproduce a moving, and meaningMONDAY, APRIL 28
Home
ful night of theater.
3:00 p.m. V. Tennis - Holy
12:50 p.m. Chapel Service
Cross - Away
4:15 p.m.. Watkinson Library
Open House - Trumbull Room, Library. Coffee Hour, Lecture by Dr.
Richard Underwood, Hartford Seminary Foundation, "Some Reflections on the Meaning of Modern
Witchcraft"
8:15 p.m. Peace Coprs and VIS- •
TA Conference - Wean Lounge
"After Graduation Which Should
DINNER and RESTAURANT
You Choose?"
175 Washuigton Street
10:30 p.m. The Eucharist-Chapel

With Mo Previous Experience
QUALIFICATIONS: 1. YOU MUST HAVE A CAR.
2. YOU MUST LIVE WITHIN THESE AREAS:
MaftacfiUKm
Rhode lilnnd

Northern & Eatrern Connecticut
New Jer»ey
Eollern Penniylvania

OK WITHIN JO MILES Of:

Sprinofl.lJ, MaiurdiuMlt.
Beiton, MaisadiuMtti
Providence, Rhode Ulond

Dataware
Maryland

Newark, New Jeriey
Philadelphia, Pertmylvanla
Baltimore, Maryland

TUESDAY, APRIL 22

2:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
4:30 P.M.

SENATE ROOM
MATHER HALL

WEBMM

FRIDAY, APRIL 25
$
1I;00 a.m. Government 202 - :•£
Open Class. Speaker: Prof. Robert $
Engler~"Power andSocial Change" ''$
McCook Aud.
.
$
1:30 p.m.- V, Golf - Wesleyan. S
and Bowdoin - Home
'..
&
2:30 p.m. V. Baseball - Bowdoin >•:
- Away
•:•:

Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years
Open 6 Ei.m. to 1 a.m. - Every Day.

Paperback Books 10-25c
Playboys 25c

Magazines 10-25C
Comics 5c

1010 Broad St., Hartford, Conn.
"Support Yogr Local Bookie"
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(Continued from, page $,
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the worl.d over,
SMr. Kurkjiafl's * ;choreography,
though ltwhints;"of ;a taste of the
Niw YorltSity/Ballet, is intrinsically well %iS--It is "free-wheeling," that is to say.it rarelysticks .
to| rigid form ;S- it ranges from the
strict classical 'W modern dance,
atp makes many'stops somewhere
infthe.jjni.ddle of the two. I was
especially;; relieved to note Kurk- '
jian's reluctance to merely mimic
th| .sounds of Stravinsky's orchestration with the Interplay of his
three dancers. Instead, he sought
to bring out the correspondence
sparingly, and in most cases, aptly. Had he made that horrible
error of imitation I might have
spent the remainder of the evening
trying to decipher, as a neurotic
dissociative, -Where the B.B.C. began and the N.Y.C.B. ended. If
criticism must' in fact be made, I
would recommend to Mr. Kurkjian
that he concern himself more with
his material, rather than his blue
prints— let,me'clarify my state-,
ment, please. His choreography,
per se, is really quite all. right;
what detracted from; its comparative success were those little
pieces which pertain to personality* In William Graves, it was his .
inability to convince, in Ellen
O'Reilly, it was her inability to
maintain,a smooth facade, as, well
as f he floor, and in the case of Mr. '
Kurkjiati itwas his rigidly unadapt- i
ablfe facial, expression. But, in all,
the performance was indeed acceptable, and professional, if not a
step closer to the seeming evasiveness of dance expression in HISTOIRE DU SOLDAT.

The Bookie

Let's Get It Straight

SCIENCE C A N Science can produce bigger and more destructive,bombs,
but it cannot control those who get hold of them.
Science can discover and apply new remedies for-physical
and mental illness, but it cannot make men stop hurting
each other.
Science can open up limitless doors of exploration and
speculation, projecting the universe out to infinity, but it
cannot comfort the heart of a bereaved mother with any
hope of reunion with her child.
Science can sometimes take
away a young student's faith science has not yet caught up
in God and the Bible, but it with God, or because the
cannot control the reckless scientist has a bias against
course of his life thereafter, God and leaves Him completely out of his calculations.
Christians.need science and
God knew from the beginscientific advancements in order to function in a modern ning that man, grown wise in
world, and they do not belittle his own conceits, would deits magnificent achievements. part from the truth. "For afBut conversely science needs ter that in the wisdom of God
the regulatory influence of the world by wisdom knew not
Christianity if it is to function God, it pleased God by the
foolishness of preaching to
for the good of all.
ve
^
*em that believe," W s
No scientific fact isopposed the Bible.
other words, the
. to God and the Bible, though Gospel of In
through
scientific speculation may be. the atoningsalvation
of Christ on
If God made the world and in- the cross isdeath
spired the Holy Scriptures, He ing to those self-authenticatwho are open.; certainly knows more about minded enough to listen
•'..true science than any mere Read the Gospels for yourself
;, mortal. How, then, could true lhey are the wisdom of God
:;•: science conflict with God? If who made you and all that exi a conflict occurs, it is because ists—including the scientists
For free booklet, "SciEwt: SHEIKS," write to
Box 327, RIDGEFIELD, N. I. 07657, Dept. TT

Open-Saturday
10-5

Sunday
1-5

Magazines

You keep flunking
your best subject?

Think it over, over coffee.

TheThink Drink. fi
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bottom of the eighth. The Bants but they f e n s h o r t i t h o u g h t h e
scored when free passes to Doyle team did come up with one run to
(Continued from Page 8)
and Nicholas were followed by a make It an 8-7 final.
along with Sylvestro on Dave run scoring single by Bill Speed.
Pacing Trinity at the plate was
Nichols' two-bagger.
Another Speed was out at second trying to
base-on-balls to pincli-liitting Bill stretch his hit, but Trin had picked Dave Nichols, the only Bantam
Speed followed by Tom Shalble's up the run and led 6-5 entering to come up with two hits, a single
and a double. Trin was outhit by
single enabled two more runs to the ninth.
Springfield, ten to'six, but even'
cross the plate, and Trinity led,
An infield hit opened the top of the loss was reassuring when one
5-4.
the ninth for Springfield, and the considers last year's frosh score:
Springfield quickly tied the game remainder of the inning was a
up with a run In the fifth, but from fielder's nightmare for Trin. Springfield 25, Trinity, 4.
that point things settled down con- Secondbaseman Fink began the
siderably. Pitching on both sides horror by dropping an easy toss
was erratic, especially by Tri- from third, base man Speed. Speed
(Continued from Page 8)
nity's Bill Foster, who took over followed with an error of his own rather than a Scoreboard. And
for Pink In the fourth frame. Foster and Springfield had the bases how many times do we remember
gave up seven free passes in the loaded, A ground out to first scored games In which we contributed
five innings he worked, though tie the game tying run, and a towering nothing to the victory save our
did manage to hold the Chiefs double tallied two more to give the physical presence?
What does
scoreless until the fateful ninth. Chiefs an 8-6 edge. <•
this victory mean to us? Anything?
The Hilltoppers appeared to have
Don Miller's charges tried once There is no feeling of success In
their first win wrapped up In the more In the bottom of the ninth, the Incomplete win.

Late Rally

In Dubious Battle

Page 7
Why do we play sports? To
win? Hopefully not, but unfortunately many do. Doesn't the real
reason lie In a desire for enjoyment; that we play a sport
for love of the game? Winning is
only a measure of proficiency in
playing: something to be sought
for, but not fought for. The enjoyment of a game lies in the
actual playing, and only to a minor
extent in its victory.
Unfortunately, victory has become the prime objective in
sports. Never will a coach put a
substitute into a close game. Yet
this boy is giving as much of his
time to play a game he loves as
is the starter. Should his right
to piay be denied by a victory
obsessed coach? The gifted athlete will always enjoy sports because he will always play; yet

the lesser athlete will rarely play,
and, therefore rarely enjoy his
sports. And this is destroying his
premier reason for playing the
game: that he want to have fun.
College athletics have lamentably
lost sight of this; winning, not
fun, has become the main objective in sports.

Crew Wins
Doug Liskow '70
Bill Redfield '70
Nick Booth '71
Dlx Leeson "70
Pet<5 Adams "71
Bow John Tyner '71
Frosh I
Cox Willie Schaeffer
Str Rob Lawrence
7 Bob Ellis
6 Phil Manker
5 Dunbar Livingston
4 Doug Lake
3 Ham Clark
2 John Gottsch
Bow Woolsey Johnson
Junior Varsity
Cox Alex Belida '70 (125)
Str Don Pugh '71 (185)
7 BUI Newbury '70 (170)
6 Dan Drury '70 (170)
5 Bob Benjiman '71 (19S)
4 Jon Miller '71 (202)
3 Jirn Hubbell '70 (190)
22 Jaff Clark '71 (160)
Bow John Rollins'71 (185)
Pickle Boat (Zoo)
Cox Barrie Cook '72
Str David Banash >72
7 Duncan Salmon '72
6 Howie Weinburg '71
5 Adam Walmus '72
4 Art Weber'71
3 Tim O'Dell '72
2 Scott.Desmond '72
Bow Ric Munz '72
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PAPER TIGERS NEED NOT APPLY.
Eldridge Cleaver's
Thanks, but they're just not our type.
Young engineers who join us are expected
to move in on some rather formidable
programs . . . with alacrity and lots of
gusto. And a willingness to assume early
responsibilities on demanding assignments is an attribute which we welcome
warmly. It's the kind of engineering aggressiveness that has brought Sikorsky
Aircraft to dominant stature in a new
world of advanced VTOL aircraft systems.
If our criteria parallel your outlook, you'll
find an excellent career environment with
us. You would enjoy working (with a
select group) on exciting, full-spectrum
systems development. And you can watch
your talent and imagination assume
reality in such diverse forms as HeavyLift Skycranes—Tilt Rotor Transports—
High-Speed VTOL Commercial Transports—and much more for tomorrow.

Does this responsibility stir your imagination? Then you probably should be with
us. There's ample opportunity for innovation.in; aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls »
structures engineering • weight prediction • systems analysis • operations
research . reliability/maintainability
engineering • autonavigation systems
. computer technology • manufacturing engineering • information systems
. marketing . . . and more.
And your career advancement can be
materially assisted through our corporationfinanced Graduate Study Program-avail-

able at many outstanding schools-withm
our area.
Consult your College Placement Office.for
campus interview dates-or-for further
information, write to Mr. leo J. Shalvoy,
Professional and Technical Employment.
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Dell Publishing Co,, Inc.
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Unbeaten Rowers Dunk LaSalle, C«W» Post
Disregard Weather To
Post 2d Straight Sweep

"•>>

Bob Barbour (left), and Jim Tyler are shown here competing against RPI. The trackmen were beaten in this
meet, however in the last two meets against Union, and IViiddlebury the trackmen have won. Barbour won
the 100 yard dash in both, aided by Tyler who was third at Union. They are both members of the winning
Mile Relay Team.

Trackmen Dump Union^Middlebury
After suffering an early defeat
to RPI, ihe track team has battled back to a winning record.
The trackmen, coached by Ter- I
ry Herr, topped Middlebury 81-59
Saturday and beat Union 85-54 last
Tuesday. They travel to Amherst
tomorrow.
Dashraan Bob Barbour has been
setting the pace in the young season, He turned in times of 10.7and
10.9 in winning the 100 yard dashes
In the two meets. He also has t r i umphed in the both 220's. Additionally, he joined with Joe' Pratt,
Les Dowd and Jim Tyler to win
the mile relay against Middlebury.
John Durland lias also been, winning for Trinity. He took the 880
and the mile runs against Middlebury and won the 880 against Union.
In the field events, sophomore
Ted Peterson won the high jump
in both meets/with heights of 6'1"
and 6'0". Captain Fred Vyn vaulted ll'S" to beat Middlebury and

Late Rally
Trips Frosh
Two Trinity errors coupled with
a pair of clutch Springfield hits In
the top of the ninth inning topped
a three-run rally which carried
the Springfield freshman baseball
team to an 8-7 win over the Bantam frosh. It was the opener for
both clubs. A second freshman
contest against Wesleyan scheduled for last Saturday has been
postponed until May 12, with the
Hilltoppers traveling, crosstown
today to face the University o;
Hartford.
: The Springfield affair was an
intense one, with both teams experiencing difficulties in the pitching department. Springfield struck
for four runs in the third inning
off Trin starter Steve Fink on a
single and a pair of base on balls,
followed toy two more one-base
hits.
A sputtering
Trin
offense
bounced back in the bottom of
the fourth frame, as the Bants put
on a five-run rally after Springfield had gotten two men out. Jim
Doyle began the surge by reaching
first on an error. He scored on
Steve Sylvestro's booming double.
St
Fink then walked, and scored
(Continuea on Page 7)

did the same in winning at Union.
Darrell Burstein took the shotput in both meets,,with outsof49'3
and 50'7. In the not-so-easy triple

fin

jump, Trinity's Glenn Ryer won in
both meets. He triple-jumped 41
feet at Union and 40'10 against
Middlebury.

Dubious Battle I

All Trinity heavyweight crews
maintained their unbeaten record
this week by sweeping a home
regatta against LaSalle and C. W.
Post on Saturday. The first boat
times were Trinity-5:57.5, LaSalle-6:04.3, Post-6:57.5.
Conditions were only fair for
racing on Trinity's 2300 meter
downstream Connecticut River
course. The current was very
strong, with a slight tailwind blowing out of the north, but the water
on the first half of the course was
upset almost continuously by
waves.
Trinity's varsity got off to a
fairly low-stroking start, bu> by
. the time of the settle, thirty strokes
into the race, they had picked up
almost half a length on LaSalle.
The lead was quickly opened up to
a length, then to open water, then
to two lengths at about 600 meters.
It stayed that way for the middle
section of the race.
At about 700 meters to go on the
course, the jetty in front of the
Helco plant funnels the current,
giving a big advantage to the inside crew (Bernoulli's Theorem),
which was LaSalle. They picked up
about half a length, but soon afterwards Trinity took the beat up two,
and then sprinted, to win back the
ground lost and finish about two
lengths ahead.
The JV's won by a solid 2 1/2
lengths, with Trinity at 6:00.5 and
LaSalle at 6:09.4. Last week in
B.C. LaSalle's JV soundly beat
those of Marietta and George
Washington, so Saturday's victory
is all the more important. It confirms what we have suspected for
some time now, that our JV is
really, really good.
The first freshmen breezed to a
two length victory without any noticeable difficulty, but the race was
much closer than any they have yet
had. The times wereTrinI-6:£6.7,
LaSalle 1-6:13.3, Trin Zoo-6:30.7,
C. W. Postl-7:06.7.
The. regatta was the third official sweep in the history of Trinity
college rowing. The second was
last week. The competition was far
and away the best that Trinity has
faced this season perhaps the hardest it will face, until the Dad Vail.

by Sheldon Crosby
College athletics have reached comfortable living quarters, is to
the point of no return. Everything elevate athletics to a position of
is now sacrificed to produce a too great importance, and to put
winning team. Colleges are no an emphasis on winning that makes
longer recognized as having a the price of victory not worth the
strong science department, but effort.
as Rose Bowl Champions. An unBut what exactly is winning? Is
known institution can put itself it the egotistical smile of satison the map with the help of a faction on a coach's face, a staseven foot basketball player. Re- tistic in a dusty record book, or
cruiting has become so high pres- just a memory? For the amateur
surized that to field a team of athlete, winning Is nothing more
thirty, a university willaward fifty than a memory: a recollection of
athletic scholarships. Winning has an achievement in a sport never
been put at such a premium that played after college. Yet, such
coaches who lose as few as half remembrances of victory betheir games in a season, are come pointless as sports records
fired for not winning enough.
inevitably fall. The record books
This incredible emphasis on are never shut. Thus, winning bewinning has greatly harmed col- comes nothing but a momentary
A five-foot bogey putt on the
lege sports. It is no secret that feeling of success.
colleges and universities recruit
In recalling a particular vic- second sudden death hole gave Jay
athletes, and spend a great deal tory, what is recollected is the Smith the deciding victory as the
of money in doing so. College playing of the game; the score Trinity golf team won its first
admissions policies are practiis almost always forgotten. The match of the year, defeating Worcally formed by their athletic - image of a good tackle or a stolen cester Tech 4-3 at Worcester
coaches whose sole Interest in
base flashes across our mind Thursday.
life is to produce winning teams.
The triumph equalled the Ban(Continued on Page 7)
When an athlete enrolls at a partitams' entire win total last "ear
cular institution, he does little
more than play his sport. His
academic schedule is light, his
tuition is paid for by scholarship and he probably receives a
monthly allowance: he is virtually
a professional athlete. Yet, in
a country which prides itself on
its amateur athletics, isn't it
rather absurd that colleges, the
last bastion (next to the Olympics)
of true amateurism, deem it necessary to hire their athletes?
That winning is over-emphasized
in college athletics can be seen
throughout the. country. The new
Pauley Pavilion, at UCLA is rivaled only by Madisori Square
Garden in its elegance. The Bear
Bryant dormitory at Alabama is
by far the best dorm on campus.
And spring football has become a
must. For a college to provide its'
students with adequate athletic Co-captain Prentice is
facilities is certainly justifiable,
but to erect fantastic gymnasiums
and to provide only athletes with

The victory practically guarantees
a good seeding at the Vail, which
lessens the likelihood of being lna
really grueling heat before the
finals.
The lightweights travelled to
Cambridge twice this past week.
Last Wednesday, they took on Harvard's first freshman lightweights,
and were dealt a four length defeat!
On Saturday they faced the Harvard
and MIT JV lights on the Charles.
Trin came in 2 1/2 lengths behind
Harvard, and was ahead of MIT until a disastrous series of crabs
in the last twenty strokes hit and
allowed the barbarian engineers to
beat the aesthetically superior •
Trinity crew (liberal arts majors !
to a man). The times were Har- '•
vard-6:28, MIT-6:38, Trin-6:43, •
How much the Saturday victories
prove is uncertain. It certainly
demonstrates that the Trinity
crews are among the first rank,
but what remains to be seen is
where in the first rank.
This coming Saturday, Trinity
meets George Washington University from D.C. and the University
of Massachusetts in our final home
race. LaSalle knocked off G.W. by
two lengths two weeks ago, and
UMass has been beaten by Wesleyan, but either or both boats may
have fallen together in the last
weeks and may now constitute formidable opposition.
Tomorrow the. dauntless lights
face Yale JV lightweights on the
Housaijonic, and on Saturday there
will be the added attraction of a
home lightweight encounter with
an eight from The Blood Streak
Sculler's Club. Also in that race
will be the indefatigable 200.
Trinity College Boatings (19 Apr 69)
Varsity Heavyweight
Cox. Dick Dale '70 (125 IB.)
Str Steve Hamilton '70 (185)
7 Keith Pinter '69 (175)
6 Jack Reale '71 (195)
5 Bill Melcher '69 (195)
4 Mike Davidson '71 (210)
3 George Wheelwright '70 (185)
2 Jack DeLong '69 (180)
Bow Steve Lines '71 (185)
Varsity Lightweight
Cox Dick Schaefer '71
Str Dale Reed '70
7 jsteve Delano '70

Duffers Beat Worcester
In Season's First Match
even though they won the Connecticut Collegiate Tourney. The golf- •
ers, coached by .Sam Massey, take
on UHar and Rhode Island today,
The match was tied at 3-all as
Smith, playing seventh for Trinity,
approached the 18th hole. He tied
the hole with a bogey. On the first
sudden death hole, a par-3, Smith
hit his tee shot short of the green,
while his opponent drove within
fifteen feet of the hole. The Trinity sophomore chipped six-fe«
past the cup, while his opponent
made par. Smith then sank his putt
to tie the hole. Both players missed
the par-4 second green with their
third shots. After his adversary
missed his putt for a bogey, Smith
sank Ms five-footer for the victory.
Captain Rob Johnson hadtoraliy
to take a come from behind 1-W
victory at the number one positionSecond player Hugh Kenworthy hew
a 3-up lead with-only three holes»
go. His opponent birdied two « .
them, but Kenworthy managed10
win the 18th and the match 2-up. D0"
Johnson, playing fourth, also triumphed, 2 and 1.
.
Third player BarrySheckleyana
ere
fifth man Bin MacLachlan w
both clobbered 5 and 4. Sophomore
Pete Wentz, playing sixth, was defeated pn the 18th green, 1-up,t0
set the stage for Smith's heroics.

